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KARIBU
SANA!
2018 has been a great year for Learning Lions, Digital
Lions and Startup Lions and with this report we hope to
give a little insight on how things are developing out here
in Turkana:
First of all, we are growing! On a normal day we have
about 60 of our “Lions” at our provisional campus in Lodwar. Some of them are still learning in our Advance Track,
others are already earning at our newly established fairtrade digital service agency “Digital Lions” and some are
even starting their own businesses in our incubator program “Startup Lions”.
With a lot of help from amazing job-experienced volunteers from all over the world, we developed a step-bystep curriculum on how to deliver very specific digital services to online clients. It has become so good now, that
even after only six months of training, some Lions can
already generate a monthly income of 500 USD.
We are also very thankful that our program is receiving
more and more positive reception. On 28th November
2018 we won the prestigious Google Impact Challenge
award. To be selected as one of four winners out of 5.000
participating organisations accross Africa, reaffirmed as
that we are going in a good direction.
All this was possible only with the support of our donors,
our volunteers and our partner organisations without
whom we never would have reached so far. But the road
is still long… We were only able to teach two new cohorts
of about 30 students each in 2018, simply because we
retain so many of them who want to remain with us for
their career, that we have run out of space.
Therefore 2019 will be a challenging year, since we need
to come up with the funding for a new campus, where we
can host up to 500 digital freelancers in the future. We
always hope, that in the future our program will be 100%
self-sufficient. However, at the moment and especially
for the minimum amount of one million USD we need for
the construction of the first model campus, we are still
completely dependent on donations.
In the name of all the potential hidden talents across
all Africa, we are thankful for any support to realize our
dream, that even in the most remote areas we can fight
poverty with digital opportunity and can be a home to
learn, earn and innovate!

Bene, Brizan, Charlotte,
Jan, Ludwig, Toni and Wilhelm
Founding Team of Learning Lions,
Digital Lions and Startup Lions

A HOME TO LEARN,
EARN & INNOVATE!
FACING YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
IN RURAL AFRICA

FROM EDUCATION
TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP

In remote areas, like Turkana, it is difficult for young
adults, especially girls. But even in those areas there are
more and more school finishers every year. Most of them
struggle to get funds for college, but fail - despite them
having potential and talent.

Our program is structured into three subsequent units:
“Learning Lions” trains talented and motivated young
adults with high value skills in the areas of programming,
graphic design and media production.

Employment is not an option for them as the weak local
market and infrastructure makes it almost impossible for
them to start a business. This frustration leads to all sort
of conflicts and creates a migration to urban centres in
the false hope of better opportunities there.
Learning Lions offers a different path to a digital career,
that will allow them to become a productive and value generating digital citizen of the world, while being able to stay.

The students from the educational program are then invited to stay on campus as trainees of “Digital Lions”, our
fairtrade IT-outsourcing agency. Here, they start working
with international customers and gather hands-on business experience.
When the Lions feel confident in the contact with clients,
the incubator “Startup Lions” provides them with the necessary funds and tools, so that they can launch their own
startup and become economically independent.
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WINNER OF AFRICA’S FIRST GOOGLE
IMPACT CHALLENGE AWARD
Like more than 5.000 other organisations, we decided to
participate in the Google Impact Challenge, which was
held for the first time in Africa. The challenge sought to
identify and fund the most innovative social enterprises
using technology to improve society. For Kenya alone,
there were about 1.300 participating social businesses
and NGOs from which the Google team picked 30 projects for the semi-finals to invite them to a pitch in Nairobi
and a full due diligence. The Google team was surprised
that we appeared to this pitch bringing a selection from
our students from Turkana all the way to Nairobi, but then
returned the favour by flying to Lodwar and spending a
whole day on our campus with us.
After being selected as one of the 12 finalists, we faced
an extremely hard competition, since all the other projects
were prime examples of how creative and sustainable development should be done. Even though we had a lot of
support for our own social media campaign, we were not
able to obtain the “people’s choice award” which went to
Lewa Wildlife conservancy, that had 150.000 followers
on social media even before they started their campaign.
Nevertheless, we were amazed that even a still small and
unknown project like ours could generate several thousand views for our campaign, and we really want to thank
all of those who shared our posts and voted for us!
This, however, made us even happier, when we won the
judge choice award at the final event in Nairobi in November 2018, pitching before a panel of eight distinguish
businessmen and philanthropists. The judges were impressed by the scalability of the project and by how fast
we could show sustainable results with almost no overhead cost.
As one of the four final winners in Kenya we will receive
a 250.000 USD cash grant and support and training from
Google experts.

WINNER
2018

By 2018, we have completed five cohorts in Turkana and
in the last one we used exclusively our old students as
teachers. We hope to teach at least 3 new cohorts of 30
in 2019, but this would require our new campus to be
finished in order to have enough space to host them all.

LEARN HOW
TO EARN
THE BASIC TRAINING
Together with our partner organisation Tunapanda, who
runs a similar program in the slums of Nairobi, we developed a three-month program, that is designed for students on a low education level who had no or at least
little exposure to technology so far.
The training is intense and we host the students every
day including weekends in classes that go from morning until night. For the training students have individually
completed at least three websites, they have designed a
computer game and several logos, done a photography
and videography course, and even mastered the basics
of 3D design. But just as importantly, they learned valuable soft skills, like pitching in front of an audience, teamwork, conflict resolution and much more.

GIRLS EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM
Our girls are also doing better and better. After having implemented the girl empowerment program “Tech
Dada” to support girls to attend classes despite of their
heavy household and children care taking duties, more
girls could join our program and we have arrived now to
a continuous gender equality.
The “Tech Dada” initiative aims at giving girls and women confidence in themselves and their ability to pursue
careers in technology, design and business. It focuses on
solving real problems in their local communities and globally, have motivated and convinced many girls to join our
program. We are very delighted about that positive trend.

“The most
effective way to
do it, is to do it.”
Amelia Erhart

“I don’t know
has become
I don’t know yet!”

FOUNDATIONAL
MODULES

There are
certain skills,
that every Lion
must master on a
high level. Those
include touchtyping, software
installation
and laptop
maintenance or
soft skills like
public speaking.

SPECIALISATION
MODULES

In this phase the
Lion must go
through general
theory modules
in graphic design,
web development
and animation,
getting knowledge
in colour, fonts,
composition and
all the needed
softwares.

PREPARATION
MODULES

Now that the
Lion knows the
basic tools of his
specific field, the
next step is to
learn how to apply
them on a specific
client request, like
designing a logo or
an icon. For every
service Digital
Lions offers, there
is a preparation
module.

QUALIFICATION
MODULES

The qualfication
phase is all about
practice: Lions
have to work on
as many simulated
client orders as it
takes for them to
reach perfection
in their work. More
experienced Lions
play the role of the
customer.

Bill Gates

LEARNING LIONS STUDENTS
The interest of Turkana students to enter our program
is growing. As we receive more and more applications,
the level of each new graduated cohort also raises accordingly. In 2018 alone, we received more than 2.000
applications for 60 students enrolled.
The selection process for potential candidates is a long
and hard work. After completing an exhaustive written application form, the applicants are invited to pass a 4-hour
IQ and aptitude test, assessing their raw intelligence and
willingness to overcome psychological challenges. This
is followed by a short interview. Finally, only 10% will be
offered a place at Learning Lions as a student.
We give all young adults the opportunity to apply for the
program, regardless of schooling, age, gender, religion
or ethnicity. In the interest of equality, we went sometimes to the most remote parts of Turkana to give any
young adult the opportunity to apply, as long as they had
completed A-level.
As they start earning their first salary, they can help their
family and community around by consuming locally.

THE ADVANCED TRACK
It took us some years to create from scratch and develop an efficient curriculum in tech, design, and business
adapted for Turkana students. According to their specific
talents, students get an individualised learning path, that
consists of modules created by job-experienced volunteers. First students learn step by step how to deliver on
a client’s order. Then they keep practicing on simulated
client requests, until they reach a high level of perfection.
While they study individually, they are never left alone,
since all their exercises will be corrected by more advanced students. This 5 to 12 months curriculum permits
any young adult with a growth mindset, to develop a skill
set that is highly valuable on the global freelancing market.
Alongside the curriculum, we are developing a tailored
software learning platform, improving and automating the
learning process for students.

DIGITAL
LIONS

TESTIMONIALS
Students, teachers, volunteers or alumni, there
are many stories to tell around the Advanced
Track. Here we selected some statements out
of our group of currently 60 Lions!
TSOTSI ROWLEX
GRAPHIC DESIGN COACH
“I joined Learning Lions to improve and pursue my
dreams of being a programmer. Though I am in the Advanced Training/Business track I am also very interested
in graphic design and web development.
During the Basic Training I was taking trainees through
web design and graphic design units. I believe in order to
do great work you really have to love what you do. The
more you share your idea and skills with someone else,
the more it sticks in your brain. This is why I enjoy and
love being a coach now at the Basic Training.”

JASON REINHARDT
VOLUNTEER, 2D ANIMATOR, USA
“As a motion graphic designer with a decade of freelance
and agency experience, I’ve designed the Advanced
Track animation curriculum to target high-value gigs
while teaching industry best practices along the way.
I’ve been blown away by the speed and enthusiasm with
which the Lions pick up new skills and apply them to client work and their own personal projects. It’s phenomenal to watch the development of so much talent in the
middle of remote Kenya!”

TABBY AYAKO
WEB DEVELOPER STUDENT
“I loved technology but I couldn’t get the chance to join
college due to financial problems. I tried get together at
least some money to do some simple computer courses
at a local cybercafé in Lodwar, but that did not get me far.
When I joined Learning Lions, I went through the three
months Basic Training and I later proceeded to Advanced
Track to specialise in web development and networking
skills. I am happy because I see my dreams coming true.
Learning Lions has helped me be creative and explore a
lot in the technology field, Thank you for building a foundation in my future career.”

LAURE DUBUC
VOLUNTEER, GRAPHIC AND
UX DESIGNER, FRANCE
“Three months before my departure to Lodwar, I searched
a volunteer mission in Africa. I didn’t expect to find a
mission in graphic design. It was a real good surprise to
discover Learning Lions. From my French perspective, I
found the idea original: teach and support people to find
a job and fight poverty. At the campus, the concept exceeded my expectations, it really works. Every day, I enjoy the human part of the adventure. It’s not just a school,
it’s a real home for all students and all volunteers. With
my 8 years of experience in agency, I try to transmit good
practices about web design, software skills and project
management. All days are different - new relationship,
new person, new challenge.”
.

TREINOR TUMWA
COHORT ONE ALUMNI
“I belong to the very first cohort of Learning Lions students. I was enrolled in 2015 and specialised in video
and music production and 3D animation. Since then, I
have been growing professionally and after working for
approximately two years as freelancer, I founded my own
little startup a year ago called TUNBILI EMPIRE. I produce video documentaries for media companies such as
the national TV company K24 TV for which I am the sole
correspondent in Turkana. I also continue following my
passion by recording local musicians and gospel choirs
and producing music clips with 3D animations and effects for social media channels. Looking back at my time
at Learning Lions, I realise that I have learned all the fundamentals that I use every day in my job; technical skills
in sound and video recording and editing, video texting,
3D animation, after effects and business skills especially
business pitching to sell my services and products.”

KAIO FREITAS
VOLUNTEER, GRAPHIC DESIGNER,
BRAZIL
“Learning Lions have taught me much more than I ever
thought about. It’s not only about technology or entrepreneurship, it’s about life, dreams and how we can create a
better future together.
The staff and the founding team are amazing, always
working hard to provide the best for the students and
volunteers. Definitely one of the best experiences I ever
had in my life. I’d advice anyone searching for change to
go, the sunny Turkana won’t let you down.”

NANO
TASKING

MICRO
TASKING

FAIRTRADE
DIGITAL
SERVICES
To be creative is easy,
to get paid is hard...

DIRECT
SALES

Engaging in
very simple
crowdsourcing
activities
such as data
cleaning,
data entry,
image
tagging, etc.

Selling basic
digital services
such as
logos, icons,
illustrations,
photoshop
editing, basic
websites in
micro tasking
platforms
Selling larger
projects in web
development
and graphic
design with a
proper project
management

WORKING FOR ONLINE CLIENTS
After learning digital vocational skills, the Lions proceed
as trainees at Digital Lions, which is is our fairtrade IT-outsourcing agency that serves as an intermediary between
international clients and the Lions. Without Digital Lions,
a single Lion would find it very difficult - if not impossible
- to get started on the international markets. He or she
might already have the technical skills, but lack access to
clients and professional client handling. Digital Lions provides what is necessary to have a gentle, smooth start
in the competitive international outsourcing landscape: a
solid reputation and marketing, professional project management, and the sufficient size to handle also larger client requests. All Lions thus pool their resources together to multiply their opportunities. The more experienced
Lions take on roles as project managers and make sure
that quality and client communication are taken care of.
International volunteers with backgrounds in freelancing
or sales assist our Lions assuring quality and client communication at international standards. Shared accounts
on outsourcing platforms that are owned and managed
by Digital Lions ensure the gradual building-up of a verified reputation through many high ratings, an asset that
other (single) competitors struggle to gain.

STOCK
CONTENT

Selling stock
content (photos,
footage,
illustrations,
3D models),
design products
(t-shirts, phone
cases) and
animated series

OUT
SOURCING
PARTNER
SHIPS

Partnering with
corporate and
digital agencies
to offer them
fairtrade
outsourcing
opportunities
for low-budget
digital services

AFFORDABLE DIGITAL SERVICES

WEB DEVELOPMENT

GRAPHIC DESIGN

ANIMATION

Custom-tailored websites
Wordpress or coded from
scratch. We can take care of
the entire process from layouts,
over icons to the final website.

Image processing (brightness,
exposure, contrast adjustments,
perspective correction,
retouching. Design of icons,
logos, stationary, flyers, posters.

Cinematography: Bring
life into photos, simple
3D models and stills,
2D explainer videos,
promotional videos.

SOME CASES
FROM OUR
PORTFOLIO

Interactive web-version
of research report
Konrad-Adenauer-Foundation,
Kenya
sustainable-development.co.ke

Icon set and app development
ValueVillages,
Kenya

Logo and corporate identity
Marangu Luxury Shuttle

Social media campaign
König Ludwig International,
Germany

3D floor plans
Valencia Miami Real state

TESTIMONIALS
Now that some students are finsihed completly
with Learning Lions, their path to a successful
digital career continues with Digital Lions. Hear
about their first experiences with real clients
from all over the world:
EKIRU OBADIAH
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
“I live in Turkana, Kenya. Since I finished my secondary level of education, I had no opportunity or money to
attend college. But it was really amazing that Learning
Lions absorbed me to make a great difference in my life.
When I started working under Digital Lions, things were
really super beautiful. This was working for real international clients and on the other hand I got an opportunity of teaching at Learning Lions. This was actually an
eye-opening which taught me many valuable training,
leadership and interpersonal skills I never had before.
Thank you Learning Lions and Digital Lions!”

ROSELYNE AKOL
WEB DEVELOPER
“My name is Roselyne Akol. I finished my high school in
2013 stayed home for almost three years without joining college, before I heard about this organisation called
Learning Lions. It’s been two years since I joined Learning
Lions and it has really helped me a lot. Learning Lions has
made me to support my family members especially my
young sisters. Through the knowledge I gained I was able
to create awesome projects and this took me to another
level where I joined the Digital Lions circle. I started working on real projects, which really gave me courage to work
for more clients.”

ISAYA MUTEKHELE
WEB DEVELOPER
“My name is Isaya Mutekhele, I am a web developer. I
have been in Startup Lions for the past two and a half
years, maybe I say a few words about me first: I have
always been passionate about computers, but I had no
single skill in this field until I joined Learning Lions, a
non-profit organisation that trains young people in ICT.
I went through the 3-month intensive course, luckily
enough I performed well and got a chance to join the
Advanced Track.”

WYCLIFE OMONDI
PROJECT MANAGER
“I was born in Kitale and raised in Lodwar. I first learned
about Learning Lions when they were going to schools to
interview student to be enrolled in the program. One year
down the line, I am now both a project manager and also
a sales manager at Digital Lions. I am now able to help
my parents to pay bills. I have received a lot of experience while managing projects and also handling sales
which one cannot get in college or even at university.
I had an opportunity to join college but I turned it down
because Learning Lions had given me a chance to learn
and also work with them. I was once told by my friends
to go to college and study and get a real job, now they
are asking me for jobs. God bless Startup Lions and let’s
make Turkana an ICT hub in Africa.”

HANNA WECK
VOLUNTEER, PROJECT MANAGER,
GERMANY
“Having worked as a project manager in an advertisement agency in Germany, I arrived just in time in Turkana
to start building up customer relations and a project management system with Digital Lions. Man, it is not easy
to connect these two worlds when it comes to stable
customer relationships. But I am very proud of the Lions
with which self-confidence they approach international
clients by now. Not only have we built some remarkable
websites and graphical works, but also great friendships.
Keep up the spirit, guys!”

DAVID TUKEI
WEB DEVELOPER
“I am 22 years old and a trained Web Developer. Since
two years, I am working as freelancer, mostly on customised Wordpress websites but also website from scratch.
Creating a complex structure with simple code for a website is a challenge I like to take on.
One must be very attentive to the client requests, to perfectly understand his needs and to be able to propose an
appropriate, simple and straightforward concept. I also
manage some websites I have created and lately I have
also been creating an App. At Learning Lions the first and
recurring answer from the coach you get is: “if you don’t
know something, google it.” And indeed, I have learned,
that I can do more alone than just being instructed.”

BUILDING AN ICT CENTRE
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DESERT

THE FIRST ICT
CENTRE OF THE
RIFT VALLEY
“Sourround yourself
only with people who
will lift you higher.”
Oprah Winfrey
THE BARE IT NECESSITIES
Remember that in a place like Turkana, everything is
difficult. There is no stable electricity network. The local style of building is so dusty, that technology generally has a short lifetime. The people around you suffer
from so many shortcomings, that it is almost impossible
for a digital student, freelancer or entrepreneur to work
successfully. That is why Startup Lions offers a campus
model where living, learning, and a co-working space is
all combined at one location. Currently we only have a
provisional campus in Lodwar, that can not support more
than 70 Lions at a time. But we have much bigger plans.

Turkana does not have an existing building big enough
to welcome our organisation. Therefore, we are working
for three years now with different institutional and private
partners to develop and plan the construction of our own
centre with a capacity of 500 work spaces.
The first ICT Centre of the Rift Valley, will be implemented
on the shore of lake Turkana. There, the Turkana County Government has granted Startup Lions a 50 hectares
piece of land to build highly energy-efficient, high-tech,
and self-contained work and life centre.
The challenge is of consequence as the objective is to
build a big complex building up to professional standards
like in other more developed regions, that also respects
the environment, and that must be constructed with as
much bio-sourced material as possible and will use local
labour in its construction.
Together with partner organisations, we have already created a fresh water system and currently, together with our
partner Value Villages, we are working on the electric grid.

GETTING THE INCUBATOR STARTED
In addtion to function as as co-working space and hosting,
Learning Lions & Digital Lions, Startup Lions is also acting
as incubator for future businesses and organisations for our
students. Even though most of them will still need years of
experience before they reach that level, we already have
some students creating their own startups and projects.
Because of the harsh situation in Turkana, we have an
especially large number of social initiatives from the sides
of our students. For example SilentHUB, an ICT learning
program for hearing-impaired children, or STAKI GLUE, a
campaign to stop street children from sniffing glue.

TESTIMONIALS
Uniting digital creatives under one roof brings
synergies, but gives also an ideal environment
for ideas. Here are some stories from our
incubator and co-working space:
MOURINE APUU
FOUNDER APUU ZAWADI
“Next to my responsibilities as a teacher for the Learning
Lions Basic Trainings and as a sales manager for Digital
Lions, I decided to start my own business on the side.
With APUU ZAWADI, I have built an online shop for gifts
and fashion items. Staying proactive and always keeping
a growth mindset are one of the core principles of Startup
Lions. So with my online shop I plan to lead by example.”

JUNE HELDERLE
VOLUNTEER,
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR, USA
“While my strong point is in System and Network Administration, I have dabbled in Web Development and Coding,
I thought I could be of help and it would be good experience, it’s been an amazing experience! It’s been great to
pass on my knowledge and build up the skills of the Lions
in Network and System Administration, that is currently supporting 70 clients and can be scaled to several hundred.
Professional filesharing, online caching for all organisations
action on the Startup Lions Campus were necessary, but
even more importantly I’m confident that the Lions themselves will be able to administer the system. Having been
here twice in 2018, I can see how the program continues to
morph and improve, I can’t wait to see where all the Lions
are in 20 years, they will be doing amazing things, whether
in Technology or not.”

NICK LIMO
CO/FOUNDER SILENTHUB
“After finishing my training at Learning Lions, I noticed
how much I loved to teach. Since I know sign language,
I had the idea that hearing-impaired children could be
the best coders of the future. With help of the Startup
Lions incubator program I co-founded my own NGO, SilentHUB, that offers IT training for hearing-impaired. We
have created a computer centre for that at a school for
the deaf already and are now working on a more adapted
curriculum.”

HOW WE
OPERATE

All three organisations are not managed according to a
normal top-down system, but by an alternative organisational structure called Holacracy. Rather than relying
on job-experienced managers, which are hard to find in
remote regions, we choose a model that fits the traditional spirit of communities in Africa much better. It relies
on a decision-making process that is based on circles in
which the affected people participate. Bound by a constitution and very defined roles and accountabilities, the
decisions and the reporting bubble up to higher circles.
The beauty of this system is that our Lions get involved
in taking on management responsibility very early and
it works! For example, the Basic-Training-Circle in 2018
was 100% managed by our Lions without any interference from volunteers or founders and the results were
better than ever.

“If you want to go
quickly, go alone.
If you want to go far,
go together.”
African proverb

CONSTRUCTION

ADVANCED
TRAINING
COMMUNICATION
WEB
DEVELOPMENT

ANIMATION

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

VOLUNTEER

STUDENT
SELECTION

SYSTEM
ADMIN

BASIC
TRAINING

CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

BASIC TRAINING CIRCLE

PRO ACTIVE SALES CIRCLE

LION MANAGEMENT 100%

LION MANAGEMENT 70%

FUNDRAISING CIRCLE

LION MANAGEMENT 10%

LEAD-LINK
BENEDICT WAHLER

LEAD-LINK
DERRICK NGYINA
MOURINE APUU

LEAD-LINK
VIKTORIA EINSIEDEL
LAURE DUBUC

CROSS-LINK AD. TRACK
ALLEN SAVAI

CROSS-LINK DIRECT
CUSTOMER CIRCLE
WYCLIFE OMONDI

CROSS-LINK
FINANCE
WILHELM
STOTZINGEN

MOCKUP CREATOR
DERRICK NGYNIA
TSOTSI ROWLEX

CROSS-LINK
COMMUNICATION
BRIZAN WERE

CLIENT RESEARCH
DERRICK NGYNIA
PETER LOWOT
BONFACE NJUGUNA

DONATION
RECEIPTS
WILHELM
STOTZINGEN

SALES AGENT
MOURINE APUU
SHIRLEEN GATHIRU
MOSES MBOTELA
ALLEN SAVAI

THANK LETTERS
LUDWIG BAYERN

COACH 3D
MERCY WAMBOI
SAMSON LOPEYOK
COACH WEB DEV.
JOAN AWOUR
ISAYA MUTEKHELE
COACH GRAPHIC DESIGN
TSOTSI ROWLEX
SOLOMON EMURIA

TECH DADA

FUNDRAISING
DIRECT
COSTUMERS

LOGISTICS

FINANCE
AND LEGAL

PRO ACTIVE
SALES

CONTENT
CREATION

MICRO
TASKING

ACCOUNTING

HOLACRACY CHART
CIRCLES AND SUBCIRCLES

HOW CAN YOU
BECOME PART OF IT?
Now that we have laid the foundation of our organisation, launched the
educational program and proven its efficiency, we would like to grow. We dream of
giving every young person showing talent and motivation the opportunity to join
the program and start a working life. If you want to help us on this adventure, you
can join us as volunteer or partner, but also of course by supporting us financially.

OFF-SITE, WILLING TO COMMIT A FEW HOURS A MONTH REMOTELY TO:
PLACE FICTIVE CLIENT ORDERS AND GIVE FEEDBACK TO THE TRAINEES
DELIVERING THEM / EVALUATE STUDENTS’ WEEKLY WORK / REACH OUT
TO THE PRESS, SPREAD THE WORD ON SOCIAL NETWORKS TO GET
AWARENESS FOR OUR ACTIONS

BECOME
A VOLUNTEER

ON- SITE, WILLING TO COMMIT FOR A FEW MONTHS IN TURKANA TO:
ACCOMPANY AND MENTOR THE STUDENTS IN THEIR LEARNING CURRICULUM
AND FIRST CLIENT PROJECTS / DEVELOP WORKSHOPS, TEACH AND
SUPPORT THE ALREADY EDUCATED STUDENTS TO FURTHER IMPROVE THEIR
SKILLS IN VIDEO, MARKETING, BUSINESS, ETC / HELP THE ORGANISATION
WITH BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, FUNDRAISING, SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION
AND ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

R&D: FURTHER DEVELOP AND IMPROVE OF THE LEARNING LIONS BASIC
TRAINING AND ADVANCED TRACK. WE AIM AT EXCELLENCE AND THE
TRAINING CAN ALWAYS BE IMPROVED

BECOME
A PARTNER

HR: HELP US REACH OUT TO IT UNIVERSITIES AND COMPANIES TO
DEVELOP OUR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAM, TRAIN LOCAL MANAGERS, AND
DEVELOP OUR GIRLS EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM

HELP US WELCOME MORE STUDENTS IN THE BASIC AND ADVANCED
TRAININGS IN 2019 AT NO COST TO THEMSELVES AND BUILD OUR ICT
CENTRE, REUNITING THE IT SCHOOL AND DIGITAL START-UPS INCUBATOR
IN ONE LOCATION.
WE ARE HAPPY TO ISSUE A GERMAN TAX DEDUCTIBLE RECEIPT.

DONATE

BANK DETAILS
LEARNING LIONS gUG (COMMERZBANK)
IBAN: DE17 7004 0041 0669 6165 00
BIC: COBADEFFXXX

A HUGE THANKS TO OUR GREAT
COMMUNITY OF BENEFACTORS
Learning Lions, Digital and STartup Lions have been able
to come to life and progress fast since their inception
thanks to the tremendous support of our entire community. Without the volunteers, sponsors, friends, first
learners, and partners, everything we have engaged and
achieved until now would not have been possible.
Every single volunteer who has come to Turkana or
helped from abroad, knows how much there is to be
done, and how the course of lives is being changed
through their fantastic work and incredible dedication to
the young people there. ASANTE SANA for your invaluable commitment!
We would like to express our gratitude to all the generous donors, who renew their trust in our organisation
year after year and provide us with the necessary funds
to pursue our mission. We think especially of some of
our greatest benefactors, who have been supporting us
anonymously since our start in 2015.
Special thanks go to our partner, the advisory firm
GOETZ PARTNERS, for their outstanding commitment
with great advices and substantial financial support in
the last years.
Last but not least, in this special year for our organisation, we would like to thank warmly the Google Impact
Challenge patron, Her Excellency Rachel Ruto, EGH,
Spouse of the Deputy President of Kenya. Founder, Joyful Women Organisation. Global Champion for Women
Economic Empowerment; as well as to the 8 eminent
judges for their confidence and extraordinary support:
Dr. Manu Chandaria, Caroline Mutoko, Amb. Dr. Tegla
Loroupe, Tabitha Karanja, Salim Amin, Janet Mawiyoo
and Charles Murito.
In the coming years, together with you, we look forward
to strengthening our organisation to consolidate its foundation and enable it to have a positive impact on even
more lives!

ADENAUER STIFTUNG
Jan Cernicky, Antonie Hutter and Angelika Klein
ARCHIPOINT ARCHITECTS
Alfred Mango
CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF LODWAR
In particular RT. REV. Dominic Kimengich
EBAY
Paloma Bosco, Tom Elkins
ENSAV
Gwenaêl Delhumeau, Gilles Ebersolt, Pascal Hamon, and
the students involved in the “P45 Turkana” notably Hélène
Bats, Julian Catherine, Sarah Clément, and Thibaud
Lapelleterie
GOETZ PARTNER
Verena Ciba, Jonas Koppe, Stephan Goetz, Armin
Raffalski and Stefan Sanktjohanser.
GOOGLE IMPACT CHALLENGE
Dr. Manu Chandaria. OBE, EBS Leading Industrialist, Philanthropist;
Chancellor, USIU-Kenya and Technical University of Kenya; Chairman,
Starehe Girls’ Centre
Caroline Mutoko. One Young World Counsellor, GM of Radio Africa
Group, Digital Media Game Changer, YouTuber
Amb. Dr. Tegla Loroupe, OGW. Former Champion Marathoner,
Philanthropist, Peace Activist; 2016 UN Person of the Year (Kenya), 10
Most Influential Kenyan Women
Tabitha Karanja, MBS. Founder and CEO, Keroche Breweries; Global
Inspirational Women Leadership and Entrepreneurial Excellence in
Africa Awards
Salim Amin. Filmmaker, Entrepreneur, Philanthropist; Chairman,
Camerapix Ltd and Founder, Mohamed Amin Foundation
Janet Mawiyoo. Community Empowerment, Development & Governance
Expert; Executive Director, Kenya Community Development Foundation
Charles Murito. Country Manager, Google Kenya; Art Curator, Angel
Investor, Farmer
IMPACT NETWORK
Nicolas Hazard, Charline Legrand and Léo Le Nour
JIM BUTTON FOUNDATION
Names to ADD!!!!
MCSPA
Avelino Bassols and Pablo Moñino Lostalé
ROTARY CLUB MUNICH
All Members and in particular Hubertus Reygers for arranging the
support
TUNAPANDA INSTITUTE
Jay Larson, Mick Larson and their team
TURKANA COUNTY GOVERNMENT
In particular H.E, Hon. Josphat Koli Nanok, Governor Of Turkana
County, H.E, Hon. Peter Ekai Lokoel, former Deputy governor of
Turkana County, H.E, Hon. Peter Eripete, Turkana County Secretary
and also H.E, Hon. John Nakara, Turkana Central Member of Parliament
UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
H.E, Hon. Prof. Dr. Johnson Ireri Kinyua
Juliana Rotich
Co-founder of BRCK, iHub, Ushahidi
H.E., Hon. Dr. Ndemo Bitange
Former Permanent Secretary of Kenya’s Ministry of Information and
Communication
VOLUNTEERS François Blanchard, Michael Burger, Timothy Charlton,
Xenia Croy, Laure Dubuc, Caroline Emmer, Jarrett Freeman, Kaio
Freitas, Paulo Geusau, Antonia Gilg, Rikard Gustafsson, June Helderle,
Nicolas Charlton, Alexandra Herget, Louise Hobe-Gelting, Viktoria
Einsiedel, Tom Kisters, Valentin Kunze, Mikael Levy, Frank Pellerin,
Jason Reinhardt, Gabriela Rocha, Nathalia Simões, Kike Tordera, David
Wales, Hanna Weck.
FOUNDERS Ludwig Bayern, Antonius Stotzingen, Charlotte Stotzingen,
Wilhelm Stotzingen, Jan-Marten Veddeler, Benedikt Wahle, Brizan Were.
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